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Sometimes the biggest announcements are made quietly and the person making the statement may not know its 
significance.  Such was the case recently in the eastern Washington town of Usk where Colin Willenbrock, general 
manager of Public Utility District No. 1, announced the demise of BPA’s power division. 
 
Willenbrock made the announcement while talking about a proposed Bitcoin mining operation in his service 
territory that would be a major power consumer.  
 
Deep in the heart of BPA territory, surrounded by BPA dams, Willenbrock said he needed BPA transmission lines to 
get power to the proposed site, but he wasn’t looking to BPA to supply the power.  The power would be purchased, 
he said, “. . . from a third-party marketer,” he continued. “That would come from any number of sources from the 
region.”” 
 
Bitcoin mining depends on ultra low energy prices but this miner doesn’t care about BPA power, the Northwest’s 
holy grail: “low cost hydro power.”  The reason the miner doesn’t care about BPA power is because BPA 
power is no longer the cheapest game in town.   
 
This is not news to industry insiders.  Cheap solar power began displacing BPA power in California 14 years ago.  
BPA Administrator Elliot Mainzer called the collapse of that market a “blood bath” four years ago.  The NW Power 
and Conservation Council, in the recent 8th Power Plan, notes that wholesale power prices are decreasing quickly 
and will be half the cost of BPA power within 3 years. 
 
The part that is news is when people with skin in the game, a major energy consumer and a PUD manager, confirm 
that BPA energy is no longer an issue.   
 
The reason BPA has lost its competitive power price edge is because it is saddled with 25 projects like the lower 
Snake River Dams that produce power when it is not needed and produce little or no power when it is needed.  
Worse, for BPA’s future, is that the power from these dams costs several times as much as does power from 
current, state of the art, carbon free alternatives.   
 
The timing could not be worse for BPA.  For BPA, minimum power rates are dependent on getting all of its current 
PUD customers to re-commit to 20-year, no-exit, no-price-guarantee, purchase contracts in 2028.  
 
Other PUD managers and their clients face the same reality as the Bitcoin miner.  Businesses and PUDs wanting to 
stay competitive will avoid signing BPA’s 20-year contracts.  For BPA, that is the start of a death spiral. 
  
Every once in awhile economic stars come into alignment.  BPA still has time to restructure and bring its rates in 
line with the market going forward.  If it closes old high cost dams like the lower Snake dams BPA can save itself, 
save fish and orca, and continue giving its customers competitively priced power.  A win, win, win, opportunity. 
 
BPA has already wasted 13 years doing nothing.  Starting restructuring today would be an excellent idea. 
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